This will be a bit of a whistle-stop tour but we want to share with you today a
number of research pieces which we are doing with various UN agencies, all of which
weave in to the whole story about the intersec<on of gender-based violence and HIV,
in the context of sexual and reproduc<ve health and rights of women living with HIV.
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We have this deﬁni<on of violence against women living with HIV, which was created
by us in 2011 and reported in Fiona Hale and Marijo Vazquez’s background report on
this. See also Galtung J 1969 and Farmer P et al 2006 regarding structural violence,
which includes psychological violence
hTp://salamandertrust.net/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/
VAPosi<veWomenBkgrdPaperMarch2011.pdf
Galtung J. Violence, Peace, and Peace Research. Journal of Peace Research.
1969;6(3):167-191.
Farmer P, Nizeye B, Stulac S, Keshavjee S. Structural Violence and Clinical Medicine.
Plos Med. 2006;3(10):e449.
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Those of you who remember the SWIFT mee<ng we had in May 2016 about mental
health issues in rela<on to HIV last year might remember that we conducted what
was called a Values and Preferences Survey of the SRH&R of women living with HIV.
This was a global survey, commissioned by WHO, which was leading into the new
WHO Guideline on this topic. This new Guideline came out earlier this year. As part of
the results from that survey, we came up with these sta<s<cs on gender-based
violence experienced by women living with HIV, before and ader diagnosis. You may
remember that while IPV was already quite high before diagnosis, and increased, the
real jumps were actually in rela<on to family and neighbours, community and, in
par<cular, looking at healthcare sefngs, globally, there is a huge increase. GBV
experienced by women living with HIV in those contexts was really marked.
Altogether 89% of our respondents to this op<onal part of the survey reported
experiencing at least 1 type of violence. 80% of respondents from the UK reported
experiencing at least 1 type of violence also. So this is in the UK too, not just
elsewhere. We also learnt from this survey that for both mental health and GBV,
women living with HIV who also have other socially disadvantaged iden<<es, such as
drug use or sex work, experience even higher levels of both.
Orza L et al. Journal of the Interna<onal AIDS Society 2015, 18(Suppl 5):20285
hTp://www.jiasociety.org/index.php/jias/ar<cle/view/20285 | hTp://dx.doi.org/
10.7448/IAS.18.6.20285
hTp://salamandertrust.net/project/salamander-trust-survey-sexual-reproduc<vehealth-human-rights-women-living-hiv/
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Another piece of research that we have been doing is with UN Women and partners
in rela<on to global treatment access. You heard about the Hatcher et al ar<cle
explaining how IPV and GBV in general has had a huge eﬀect on women’s access to
treatment. This was certainly borne out in our global treatment access review also.
hTp://salamandertrust.net/project/global-treatment-access-review-women-livinghiv/
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But what we are wan<ng to talk about today – and I saw “we” because this is very
much me talking on behalf of so many women living with HIV globally, who have
been involved in these research pieces - is thinking about the broader picture. Not
just GBV and HIV but the broader picture. As one par<cipant here said from your
clinic in London, there are so many other issues going on in women’s lives. This is
why, coming back to this WHO study that we did – the house above. It represents our
holis<c view of women living with HIV and our SRHR. You can see how many diﬀerent
components it has, just as in a house. You have all the diﬀerent roof parts, the walls,
the uprights, and all the founda<ons. Together they achieve the sexual and
reproduc<ve health and rights of women living with HIV in all our diversity.
hTp://salamandertrust.net/project/salamander-trust-survey-sexual-reproduc<vehealth-human-rights-women-living-hiv/
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As a part of the whole produc<on of these new consolidated Guidelines by WHO,
various diﬀerent systema<c reviews have taken place. One, conducted by several
public health and human rights experts, published in the JIAS, showed how in this
review which they did, “we found the amount of peer-reviewed literature to directly
address human rights and the SRH of women living with HIV to be far more limited
than expected in terms of quan5ty and what does exist only addresses a few rights in
the context of a few areas within SRH” (see above).
So most peer-reviewed literature is not really actually looking at the SRHR of women
living with HIV.
hTp://www.jiasociety.org/index.php/jias/ar<cle/view/20290/html
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In fact a more recent systema<c review which has also been done as a part of this
whole process of developing the new SRHR Guideline, says it even more explicitly.
Here we said “Most studies placed greater emphasis on instrumental health
outcomes to prevent HIV transmission [from women living with HIV to their partners
or their children] than on the intrinsic well-being and SRH of women living with HIV [in
our own right].”
So I really want to draw out that emphasis. It is one thing to look at GBV in the
context of what eﬀect it has on taking treatment or whatever. But actually it’s a
bigger picture that is needed, that looks at us in terms of our SRHR in general, and
how GBV aﬀects those.
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So going back to the WHO survey. We had an amazing group of women living with
HIV in all their diversi<es from around the world taking part as the Global Reference
Group. You can see all those logos, which gave a taste of this.
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And here, if we look at this house again. You might look at it and say ‘well violence
doesn’t get men<oned here.’ But in fact actually violence – or rather safety, the
opposite of violence, where there is no violence, is actually a fundamental part of this
diagram. It forms the core base of the founda<on. It says “Safety – in healthcare, at
home and in the community”, at the very base of this house, holding it all in place. So
in fact, safety, the non-existence of violence, is fundamental to our SRHR, in all of
these diﬀerent aspects of our lives.
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That WHO survey of our SRHR was an example of our meaningful involvement, as
women living with HIV, in this research. It was a survey monkey piece of work, we
had quan<ta<ve and qualita<ve results, it was led by the Global Reference Group,
from all around the world – women living with HIV in all our diversi<es. So it was
par<cipatory, community-based research, in various diﬀerent languages. It was also
one which was using posi<ve language and future-oriented apprecia<ve inquiry. I will
explain about this shortly. It had a huge range of ages, 15-72, recognising that there
are many diﬀerent stages of our life-cycles. We heard earlier from Professor WaTs
how what happens to children in rela<on to their experiences of violence can aﬀect
their future life courses in rela<on to violence also and I am coming back to that also
later.
It was also the largest global survey to date of women living with HIV in all our
diversity.
So we were taking part in actually crea<ng the ﬁndings in this research, to feed into
the ﬁndings for this new global WHO Policy Guideline.
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About apprecia<ve inquiry. It meant, as this woman said in this quote, that this survey even was
using posi<ve language and posi<ve ideas. So oden, when we interview women around HIV
diagnosis, or living with HIV, or experience of GBV in our lives, it takes us back to a very dark
place, remembering when we were last beaten or verbally or psychologically abused, or how we
learnt about our diagnosis. This can be a retrauma<sing process. Instead, if you focus on the
posi<ves, on ‘what did you do next?’ and ‘how did you deal with that?’, and ‘can you suggest
solu<ons?’, instead of increasing the cor<sol levels to our bodies through adding stress, you can
instead increase the oxytocin levels in our bodies, and can instead give us a sense of ‘can do’
and a possibility of moving forward. We heard from Professor WaTs how raised cor<sol levels
can reduce the eﬀec<veness of our immune system, so these are issues with physiological as
well as psychological consequences. So we were really pleased to be receiving responses to our
survey, such as the quote above.
Narasimhan, M., Orza, L., Welbourn, A., Bewley, S., Crone, T. and Vazquez, M. (2016). Sexual
and reproduc<ve health and human rights of women living with HIV: a global community
survey. Bulle(n of the World HEALTH Organisa(on, 94(4), pp. 243-249.
Namiba, A., Orza, L., Bewley, S., Crone, E., Vazquez, M. and Welbourn, A. (2016). Ethical,
strategic and meaningful involvement of women living with HIV starts at the beginning. Journal
of Virus Eradica(on, [online] 2, pp.110-111. Available at: hTp://viruseradica<on.com/journaldetails/
Ethical,_strategic_and_meaningful_involvement_of_women_living_with_HIV_starts_at_the_be
ginning/
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Here again is an example of apprecia<ve inquiry. In the survey, we asked the women
“what do you think are the most important ways to address or prevent these forms
of violence?” You can see that their top response was ‘sensi<ze healthcare workers
to the rights of women living with HIV’.
Now of course there is a big caveat here. We know that all you healthcare providers
in the room here are fantas<c, so we are not wagging the ﬁnger at you. But at the
same <me we know sadly that there are areas of the UK where they don’t have the
advantage of the understanding that you all have in the room. So how can we also
bring up the areas where women are s<ll not being well treated in healthcare
sefngs, here in the UK as well?
hTp://<nyurl.com/mzn3on5
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What we are trying to say here is that if you increase the meaningful par<cipa<on of
women living with HIV at all diﬀerent stages of the process, then we can increase safe,
rights-based, holis<c laws, research, policies and programmes.
In many parts of the world, HIV transmission is s<ll criminalised. Thankfully that’s not the
case in the UK but we s<ll have laws where use of drugs is criminalised, we have
immigra<on law issue, and laws around domes<c violence which could be improved, we
have lack of laws ensuring that women’s rights services such as refuges, are funded. All
of those could s<ll be improved. So laws are one key important thing.
Another is research and we have just given an example of where involving us in that
research to produce this new WHO Guideline has really meant that the Guideline speaks
to what women really feel.
I’m going to run through a variety of other areas where involving us in diﬀerent layers
has actually involved services.
I’m going to men<on service provision, (such as our 4M peer mentor mother
programme, run by and for women living with HIV), the cliniQ run by and for trans
people in London. That is another great example of meaningful involvement.
I’m also going to talk about our meaningful involvement in communi<es and in terms of
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First of all, these great Guidelines came out a couple of months ago. They will be
launched at the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists in London on 20
July.
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Next, just take a look at these two <tles of diﬀerent programmes.
The ﬁrst is a Global Policy launched by UNAIDS, WHO, UNICEF, USAID and others in
2011.
Compare that <tle with 4M: My Health, My Choice, My Child, My Life.
Just think about the language involved in those. If you were a woman living with HIV,
which would you choose to be involved in?
So even in rela<on to language, we have a lot of thinking to do around how we
support women living with HIV to feel involved, to be invited in, to feel included.
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Now to talk about what is happening at community level around the world. When I
was diagnosed with HIV in 1992, one of the things I was fortunate enough to be able
to do was to get involved in developing some training materials around GBV for use
in communi<es. Professor WaTs men<oned this earlier – a programme called
Stepping Stones. It has been used in communi<es around the world and has been
recognised to reduce levels of IPV at that community level. As we have all heard from
others this morning, the idea behind this is that if you reduce IPV, there is a chance
then also that you reduce HIV – and also mi<gate the eﬀects of HIV for those who
already have it in the community.
So this is something that has been used in many diﬀerent parts of the world.
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Here are some of the covers of the translations of the original manual…
The reason why it adapts and translates so well is that it is based on people’s
own experiences. It comes back to the idea of thinking about people who are
most affected by an issue as experts, who actually have the answers because
they are the ones who are dealing with it every day. The idea is to build on
personal experience and to ask them what solutions they think they can come
up with – and find ways of developing that mutual respect between the
genders and across generations in a community. So people are working
together to develop their own solutions – and building the trust that Professor
Watts was talking about – which is so key in supporting people to move
forward together for a collective solution.
[If you want to translate or adapt Stepping Stones please contact us first for
guidelines and support on how to do this properly.]
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Then I also men<oned peer support. Here are some of the great examples of peer
support that has been going on in the UK. No doubt there are other examples also.
The great thing is that peer support too is a fantas<c way to support women to feel
“I’m not alone. There are other women out there who are like me, they’ve got
through it, I can get through it too.
So this too is part of this jigsaw which is really important in enabling us all to move
forward, beyond gender-based violence: to a concept of safety, a place of safety, and
a belief in the right to safety – that we all have but we oden forget that we have, if
we have been exposed to some of these traumas in our lives.
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Next I am talking about this life-long linkage between what happens to us as children,
when we are liTle and what we experience, what we take to be the norm; and
therefore what we perceive to be our roles as adult women, who might be recipients
of violence – or adult men, who might feel it’s our role to be perpetrators of violence.
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We have created this adapta<on of Stepping Stones for use with children aged 5-18,
9-14 and their caregivers. We have had some exci<ng biomedical results about child
heights and CD4 counts as well as posi<ve psychological outcomes around less
violence against children and children feeling more happy and – that trust word again
– more trusted.
Also caregivers have reported feeling much more able to trust their children, with a
leap in their sharing informa<on about the HIV status of the children with the
children.
So this kind of programme is again something that we could maybe think about in
this country too. The issues are just the same, wherever you are in the world.
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Thinking more about this whole research issue. Here is an example.
Angelina Namiba and other colleagues have been running 4M workshops with our
partners UNYPA in Uganda and PIPE in Kenya, where we have called it 4M+.
This is an example of par<cipatory research – a woman in Kenya describing and
drawing her own percep<ons of what are the ideal clinic, community and home for
her. So this is a wonderful par<cipatory way of learning at a qualita<ve level what is
right for them. It’s not saying here “oh my CD4 count is going to be improved” or “I’m
going to be able to take my treatment”. It’s actually talking about “excellent
communica<on”, “availability of informa<on”, “hygiene”, “hospitality”. We can
translate this also into quan<ta<ve results if we then look at the other women and
ﬁnd out how many of the other women‘s drawings also included the same things.
It’s very easy to develop quan<ta<ve results from such qualita<ve data. This brings it
to life in a way which, no maTer how many peer review sta<s<cal tables we have,
they can’t. Those tables produce the ‘what’. It’s these drawings which produce the
‘how’ and the ‘why’, which is what we really need to learn.
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In our third piece of research, which we have been doing with UNAIDS and partners,
we have been looking at how to strengthen and expand the evidence base around
community-based interven<ons which are looking at addressing GBV and HIV
together. We all know about formal quan<ta<ve and qualita<ve research results,
which appear so oden in peer review journals. But what we have really been
developing in this programme, which is going to be published shortly, in a new report
called the ALIV[H]E Framework, is a focus on how to develop par<cipatory
quan<ta<ve and qualita<ve results also.
This is so we can all work together to support one another to produce a really holis<c
approach to inclusive research, which is really building on that deep in-depth
knowledge that we women living with HIV have in the community.
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Now this is an amazing windmill which has just been produced, bringing together all
the elements I have been talking about today – the human rights, the safety, the
meaningful par<cipa<on, everything needing to be evidence-informed, with a
wonderful wind blowing in of gender equity and equality.
Women in all their diversity are at the fulcrum of this windmill.
This ALIV[H]E Framework is coming out shortly and will be available through this
website: hTp://salamandertrust.net/project/research-interlinkages-gbv-hiv-unaids/
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